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From the world's #1 bestselling writer - 3 pulse-pounding novels in one book!THE MOORES ARE

MISSING with Loren D. Estleman: The Moore family just vanished from their home without telling a

soul. A last-minute vacation? A kidnapping? A run for their lives? You'll never see the truth

coming.THE HOUSEWIFE with Sam Hawken: Maggie Denning is a former chief detective adjusting

to a quiet life in the suburbs with her family. But when the woman next door is found brutally

murdered, Maggie starts investigating - everyone's a suspect. Even her own husband.ABSOLUTE

ZERO with Ed Chatterton: They slaughtered his friends and framed him for murder. Now, Special

Forces vet Cody Thurston is a fugitive who will stop at nothing to complete one last mission:

revenge.
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James Patterson has had more New York Times bestsellers than any other writer, ever, according

to Guinness World Records. Since his first novel won the Edgar Award in 1977 James Patterson's

books have sold more than 300 million copies. He is the author of the Alex Cross novels, the most

popular detective series of the past twenty-five years, including Kiss the Girls and Along Came a

Spider. He writes full-time and lives in Florida with his family.

This 3-in-1 storybook was vintage Patterson: all three stories carried me through the book on a

wave of the suspense I love, with twists and turns in the plots that startled me (I also love the



surprises that good mysteries contain), and a satisfying conclusion every time. I experienced the

delicious disappointment when I came to the end of each story, but that just compels me to plunge

into the next one and ride the rollercoaster again. The third story, Absolute Zero, was my favorite of

these three. The protagonist Cody Thurston is a trained former-military operative who can do

impossible things that somehow bring about a good result without getting him killed. And, of course,

he leaves us at the end of the story without us knowing where he's going, and wondering if we'll get

to find out what crazy heroic things he'll do next.

Did James Patterson really write this book? I am a HUGE James Patterson fan. However, this book

was a waste of my money. The first story was ok. Not the usual suspense that I have come to love,

but not the worst book I've ever read. The second story was a little better, but still lacking the

suspense. I am having a hard time even getting into the third book. It isn't catching my attention.

Very disappointed in this one.

I read some bad reviews on this, however, I disagree. The first two of the stories I felt were really

good, almost vintage James Patterson. Wasn't as crazy about the last story, but overall thought it

was really good.

The lat story in the book was worth the money! Would make a fantastic series with Cody Thurston

as the main character in a series of adventures. The first two stories were too predictable without

much background. Worth the read though for the last one!!!!

Book was awesome loved all 3 stories left your in suspense! Great reading!!! Would recommend

this book to anyone that loves James Patterson writings!

The 3 stories in book were pretty good

Great read. Hard to put down.

There are actually three books in one. I really liked them all but my mother did not care for the first

as it was too graphic for her
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